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FROM THE EDITOR
Restoration: a return to a previous wholeness or
health. Much conversation centers on restoring habitats,
ecosystems, or riparian areas. Questions inevitably follow:
When do we restore to? What does “whole” mean? But re
ally, is there any going back as we go forward?
Humans are a permanent part of the landscape: our
cities and dwellings, our farms and roads, our appetites and
waste, our introduced species and changed climate. And as
environmental historians remind us, we and our effects, to
varying degrees, and in distinct locales, have been a part
of the whole for a very long time. So in addition to trying
to restore select portions of land to wildness, perhaps the
deeper question of restoration is, how do humans restore
ourselves to better suit the land?
The images, poems, essays, and stories in this issue
of Camas invite you to consider these questions and others
about restoration, wholeness, and health.
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Kittitas County Town Park
Roberta Feins

My feet step lightly among the fallen fruit,
my hands reach down once and again
to lift and hold the warm, un-bruised sum
of season, soil, water. Ripening
is just a mechanical unfolding
of helix and molecule, enzyme and sugar.
Still, in this plum, I bring autumn
and mature to my mouth. I suck these words
like a pit beneath my tongue.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2012
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THE NATURE OF THIS PLACE
Sara Call

I PASS A PILE of half-burned “Area
Closed” signs and a circle of blackened turf
grass in the center of a would-be riparian area
along Rattlesnake Creek in Greenough Park.
The smell of the bonfire still hangs in the air,
even though it had rained sometime in the
night.
My first thought is of George Wash
ington Hayduke, the iconic monkey-wrencher
invented by Ed Abbey. Would he have yanked
up these survey stakes, sabotaged the backhoe,
and lit that bonfire? No matter that it wasn’t the
red rock desert being bulldozed by develop
ment. This tiny section of greenway in Mis
soula, Montana, seems at this moment almost
as traumatized.
I come upon the excavator, still and
silent, apparently intact, a timber clutched in
its claw like a rolled letter. I always expect
these big machines to suddenly move as I walk
past them, the engine to cough and the metal to
groan and the claw to twitch upward, jerky like
someone just waking up.
But the machine stays silent, its bucket
motionless. I wonder how long it will be until
it returns to stream bank rehabilitation work. I
wonder if the sign burners had even thought of
sabotage. Did they consider the great manipu
lation happening along the stream bank? It’s
possible that they had simply wanted to have a
bonfire.

GREENOUGH PARK was established
in June of 1902 thanks to a donation of land
from Thomas L. and Tennessee Greenough.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol20/iss2/1
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Thomas was a successful prospector, miner,
and logger, but he insisted that the park be
preserved as “a forest and natural growth safe
from desecration and destruction...” The city
of Missoula agreed to his terms and accepted
the land—but it didn’t take long for them to
test the contract.
From 1904 through the first half of the
1950s, Greenough was developed in ways T.L.
Greenough and his heirs disapproved of. Con
struction went forward on a stone pit enclosure
to showcase two black bears, a captive deer
pen, a fountain built as a watering hole, a fish
hatchery, a merry-go-round, and a children’s
fishing pond. In 1955, the city started construc
tion of a baseball diamond in the southeast end
of the park, and the Greenough heirs filed a
lawsuit. By court order the park had to remain
a “natural park,” just as Thomas Greenough
had insisted. The Greenough Park Advisory
Committee was established to enforce the
agreement.
The Committee had no jurisdiction
over natural processes, though they inadver
tently impacted them anyway. Without the
naturally occurring disturbances of fire and
flood, which were prevented to protect the
park and surrounding residences, non-native
Norway maple began to outcompete native
cottonwood and ponderosa pine. By the 1990s,
it became clear that if park managers wanted
to preserve the biome that had existed in the
early 20th century, they had to do something.
To the disapproval of some nearby residents,
Norway maples were removed and native trees

6
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“Sometimes I wish I couldforget that a land
scape is human-made and not what I
expect or want... There is something about
knowing it was not made by hundreds or mil
lions ofyears of wind or water that changes
how I experience it. ”
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and shrubs planted. Floods, when they did
come, undercut the banks of Rattlesnake Creek
and washed out berms, and water cut back into
old side channels that had been paved over by
parking lots. Restoration projects were initiated
to offset the impacts of nature taking its course.
A Missoula Parks and Recreation em
ployee who oversees Greenough Park told me
the Rattlesnake Creek bank had been severely
undercut two years before in a high water
event, and it had been fenced off to protect
people until a few months ago.
“The fear was that another few good
runoffs would wipe out the main commuter
asphalt trail through the park,” he said. “This
work was done to mainly stabilize the creek
bank.. .but it was done in such a way as to also
naturalize the bank.”
The project plan had been put to
gether by a team including a hydrologist
from PBS&J, a multinational consulting firm;
Parks and Recreation staff; and Montana Fish,
Wildlife, and Parks employees. He told me the
heavy equipment work had been done by Uni
versity of Montana’s College of Technology,
and that volunteers had done all the replanting.
“It has now been stabilized and restored to
what it would likely have looked like under
natural conditions.” Just like that.

I AM SITTING on a large rock next to
Rattlesnake Creek. It is quiet. At this place, in
this moment, it is difficult to tell that the park
is situated within city limits, and that this spot
has been almost entirely manipulated to be
the way it is by human hands and huge, heavy
machinery.
The sound of someone jogging across
the rocks behind me interrupts my thoughts.
My dog stands up and looks past me. I turn just
as the person stops suddenly, the rocks shift
ing under his feet as he scrambles to catch his
balance. It’s a boy, maybe 11 or 12 years old,
stringy and long-limbed. His eyes are wide,
and his breath has caught in his throat. I smile

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2012

at him. I want to tell him to breathe again.
“Where are you?” he yells, spinning
away from me.
“Over here,” a woman calls back, and
he dashes off towards her voice.
He must have thought I was his mother,
or whoever the woman was, and when he
realized I was a stranger, it must have terrified
him. Until he saw something out of place—my
dog, my face as I turned to him—he did not
consider that I could be anyone but his mother.
He simply expected it. I realize he’ll probably
think about that mistake for a while, embar
rassed and uneasy.
Sometimes I wish I could forget that
a landscape was human-made and not what I
expect or want. Not because it makes it bad
or inherently less worthy, but because there
is something about knowing it’s not made by
hundreds or millions of years of wind or water
or erosion but rather a week of excavator work
that somehow changes how I experience it. I’m
careful in how I appreciate it. It makes me un
easy, and I’m wary about how I approach other
landscapes. I find myself looking for clues that
they are not what I imagine them to be.

I’VE BUSIED MYSELF with pulling
weeds as I wait for a group of students and
my co-educators in the Clark Fork Watershed
Education Program to arrive at this newly
restored site along the Clark Fork River. I sit
back on my heels, take a deep breath, and run
the back of my gloved hand over my forehead.
The strong scent of caustic camphor fills my
nose, and my eyes shut and I sneeze. God
damn tansy, Tanacetum vulgare—vulgar and
noxious, indeed! I snatch up my soil knife and
stab it into the ground near the base of another
bushy plant and pull. With a snap, it comes out
of the ground, leaving a few pieces of root be
hind. I curse and throw the plant toward a pile
of deracinated stalks, then return my knife to
the ground to dig out the rest of the rootstock.
I have to get it all, or it will regrow from every
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"It's more like the area is being restored to the future...
We might as well admit we're moving forwardfrom
piece of root left behind.
In 2006, before the Milltown Dam was
removed, this site marked the boundary of
the Milltown reservoir. Now the channel and
stream banks are reconstructed and native trees
and shrubs planted. Common tansy, classified
as a noxious weed in Montana, quickly moved
in along with spotted knapweed to colonize the
area. Knapweed is a lost cause; it is impossible
to pull and it’s ineffectual anyway. But tansy
can be controlled manually if enough plants
and all of their roots are removed. It is a con
tinual effort. I pull them if I’m feeling hopeful
and if I have time to spare and a good pair of
gloves.
Rattlesnake Creek flows into the
Clark Fork River, which faces many of the
same pressures, such as common tansy and
scoured stream banks. But if one backhoe re
building a short section of stream bank seems
startling, imagine hundreds of tons of heavy
equipment working for years to rebuild 120
miles of riverbed and floodplain. The Clark
Fork is scarred by a century of the upstream ef
fects of a dam that held back a few tons worth
of toxic mine tailings that had been washed
down the river from Butte the year the dam
was built.
The scale of the Clark Fork River res
toration project always amazes me. Sometimes
when I’m giving a lecture to middle school stu
dents about the river, what I’m saying will hit
me like a wall of water: the sediments depos
ited behind the dam were upwards of 30 feet
deep. Over 2 million cubic yards of semi-toxic
sediments were put on trains and dumped into
the mining waste repository near Anaconda,
and it is estimated that at least 3 million more
slightly less toxic cubic yards are mixed into
the floodplain. Nothing was done about the

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol20/iss2/1
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toxic waste for a hundred years. The remedia
tion and restoration project costs are over $112
million.
Remediation is mandated by the Super
fund Law—CERCLA—and it entails cleaning
up the remnants of toxic mine tailings that are
dangerous to people, fish, wildlife, and vegeta
tion. The funding for restoration, which is not
required by law, was sued for by the state of
Montana—and awarded—and it involves the
reconstruction of “natural” river structure and
function. The remediation was completed in
2010. Now, the restoration work is being done.
When the state of Montana’s restoration
plan says “natural,” what it means is “histori
cal.” They want the Milltown Dam area to look
and function as it did in 1907, before the dam
was built and the mine tailings were known to
be a threat. The problem is that nobody knows
what it looked like. There are sketches and
approximations, but little solid evidence aside
from rock and sediment patterns that give an
idea of where the channel was located. Only
preserved tree stumps suggest what vegetation
was there.
As place-based curriculum educa
tors, we’re supposed to tell the kids that it’s
like cleaning your room: restoration would be
equal to vacuuming, dusting, and putting your
laundry away. I can’t say that to a classroom
full of innocent, eager faces without laughing,
because I always imagine backhoes scooping
stacks of socks and underwear off the floor and
into drawers. Plus, though I like the idea of
making the outdoors part of our living space, I
don’t want them to think that the world is their
room to make messy.
It’s more like the area is being restored
to the future—though this does little to tug on
the nostalgic heartstrings of people. No mat-
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No matter how hard we try, we can't go back in time,
this point in time, and then decide what that means."
ter how hard we try, we can’t go back in time.
We might as well admit we’re moving forward
from this point in time, and then decide what
that means.
We’re supposed to make allusions to
the completed project as “healthy”—my script
says, “A healthy, flowing river surrounded by
healthy vegetation... It takes a lot of science
and engineering to make these decisions, along
with public input.” Then I show them an art
ist’s rendering of the site post-restoration. The
kids never ask who painted the picture, but
sometimes I wonder. I also tend to get lost in
my thoughts about what being healthy means.
If we’re going to compare completed resto
ration with health, then we’re inviting the
comparison of restoration with medical inter
vention. Sometimes, yes, it’s invasive; some
times, definitely, it’s imperfect, but we heal.
Sometimes it’s absolutely crucial for survival.
And sometimes, we could have just waited it
out and things would have healed in their own
time.

THE MAN LECTURING at the front
of the university classroom clicks to a differ
ent slide. His name is Tom Parker and he owns
a small ecological restoration consulting firm
that is helping with the restoration of the Clark
Fork floodplain. He chuckles. The picture on
the projector screen is of a barren, pebbled
landscape. Backhoes and bulldozers are scat
tered across the scene with various piles of
sand, dirt, and rock around a stark plain. The
other lecture attendees and I squint at the
screen.
“Sometimes,” Tom says, “the remedia
tion and restoration site could just as easily be
the site of the construction of a mini-mall or
parking lot.”

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2012

It’s hard to imagine that someday soon,
a photo taken from this same vantage point
overlooking the former location of Milltown
Dam will show a “healthy, flowing river sur
rounded by healthy vegetation.” The workers
will reconstruct stream banks with redistrib
uted sediments and rocks dug out from the dam
site and upstream. Then they’ll plant hundreds
of thousands of trees and shrubs and wrap
them in polyethylene tubes to protect them
from elk and deer, and they will get volunteers
to pull noxious weeds. In a few years, so they
say, it will be difficult to tell a dam backed up
with toxic sediments was ever there.
Tom clicks to the next slide. A picture
of a pretty floodplain shines back at us, com
plete with grassy swales, emergent wetlands,
and tall cottonwoods.
“We have to think about restoration
in terms of ecological disturbances,” he says.
“We have to look at the disturbance model
that created target landscapes, instead of just
imagining them to have a static history. It’s
shocking while it’s occurring, but it leads to
our desired conditions. Like with a floodplain:
it’s the floods that recharge the system.” And,
I think to myself, it’s the restoration project
that quickly, sometimes shockingly, rebuilds an
injured system.
Tom clicks through a few slides show
ing the progression of some of the projects he
has worked on. The people in the room ooh
and ahh. We smile and nod, noting how beauti
ful the current pictures look in comparison to
the pictures of previous conditions. He asks if
we have questions. Someone inquires why he
does restoration. He tells us about the satis
faction of it, about the humility and desire it
requires, about the health risks posed by some
disrupted systems and how long it would take
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L. Greenough over a hundred years ago, in
his Victorian suit, his leather shoes slipped off
and his slacks rolled up so he could wiggle
his toes in the water. I imagine his sigh, and I
quote him aloud: “This place is ‘a comfortable,
romantic, poetic retreat.’”
Flood, fire, the lack of flood and fire,
SOME RESTORATION practitioners
and backhoes shaped the nature of this place. It
insist that it’s best we leave a sign the project
doesn’t seem poetic or romantic or even com
has been done: the foundation of the original
fortable admitting it, but that’s what happened.
Milltown Dam powerhouse, for example, will
And the place is still beautiful, even with all
not be removed. I agree; if we’re going to re
store, we might as well admit we did it. It helps the manipulation and periods of destruction.
The circle of blackened grass where
tell the story of what happened.
My favorite part about teaching middle someone burned the pile of signs no longer ex
ists. On a newly sloping stream bank, trees and
school-aged children about the Clark Fork is
telling them the history. I love pointing out the shrubs are stuck into little holes sliced into co
conut fiber matting. I think about how we read
funny mustaches the old copper prospectors
soil profiles to tell us the stories of places back
had, and giving them as much of a story as
hundreds of thousands or millions of years. I
possible, something that draws the kids in and
am intrigued by the thought that future genera
makes sense of a place they live near and yet
tions trying to piece together the stories of this
often don’t really know.
place might be confused by the redistributed
Stories, many writers contend, give
layers of soil and rock, the historical continuity
people incentive to nurture places. I suppose
reconstructed through the lack of geological
the stories are what prompt me to yank out
continuity. I wonder if they’ll be able to sur
tansy, and to stand on the bank at the conflu
mise how many manipulations we made, both
ence of the Clark Fork and Blackfoot Rivers
to destroy and rebuild, and if they will ever be
and point out the old timbers and pipes that
able to guess how those manipulations medi
used to be part of the dam. Someday, I hope,
ated our relationships with places.
someone will tell the stories of the huge resto
Will it matter in 200 years that we re
ration effort, too—even though I know the past
built the stream channels? What about in 2000
is always going to be manipulated by how we
years? Is restoration a way for us to be obli
experience the present.
gated to stay involved with our places?
I walk out of the park. Passing through
I AM SITTING, once again, in my
a section of grasses and weedy underbrush, I
favorite spot along Rattlesnake Creek. Yellow
get a whiff of camphor, and I spin to see the
leaves of maple and cottonwood drift down
clump of tansy nestled in the shadow of a
through shreds of sunlight toward the water as
the creek babbles onward. I don’t hear the free snowberry. Gritting my teeth, I pull my sleeves
down to protect my hands, reach out, and pull.*
way, I can’t see the houses, and no one else is
along the creek. I can almost imagine Thomas

for this system to remedy itself. He pauses.
“If it was not for our own impatience, we
would not have to do restoration.” Then he
pauses again and his fingers settle on his chin
as he nods.
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Kittitas County
Thorp Mill
Roberta Feins
Enthusiastic weeds grow by the canal, drink
quick, cold water. A turbine shaft
rusts among them. We stand beside
an old cracked wheel belted with iron.
Our voices grind at the past, conjuring
wagons of wheat sifting into the mill
to be ground, bagged, shipped to market.
The engine of progress no longer requires
leather belts and wooden wheels,

or draft horses, done with fall haying,
hauling ice to be stored in sawdust
and used to cool summer produce
flowing east by train. Years ago,
someone breached the dam, swept away
twists of wire fastening the bales.

But the past’s still piled, un-threshed,
in my heart. I can’t remember
horses pulling the load, I only see

faded photos pasted to weathered signs,
imagine blowing snow frozen to their lashes.
I am trying to separate weed from wildflower,
wheat from chaff. It can be done with augur hoists,
paddle bars, steam or stream. But I see only how
then and now are harnessed together,

how the dialect of the interstate
is descended from the railroad’s language,
the river’s precise diction.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2012
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Wind
Ahimsa Timoteo Bodhran
Sing from the back
of your throat, out each nostril. Flare
in retention, bone beyond cartilage.

Smoke fills our lungs;
ceremony. Deep tones,
toward the fire and back, tabaco released
from palm
toward each direction, we circle
round. Serpents
tongue the sky, lick for moisture, north,
rain; mosquitos. We are
not the only dancers.
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Coral webbings, single hooves, paddles,
flips, stubs, only distant
memories of legs, dwell in my ear, vibrate,
dip down to root tap.
River through my canyon. Bead my brow.

Plants rattle to
the ground, seed pods wither and
burst; dry, sinking in, sought soil,
tunneling to fire. Perfume
of the body, we kiss by smelling.
Renewed, leaving
dried on skin, marking
shared territories, marred skin,
pores flooded, without wounding
(those are other rituals, fire-tipped,
of piercing and pulse).
I take you in by breathing
through
each motion,
deeper into emptiness, full
feathers flap, down my back

this place the clouds have hidden.

Seeded.
Snow
falls

into the fire.
We mist up,
and grace the sky.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2012
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NEW DAY
Sheryl Noethe
1.
Lying beneath the flowering
Mock apple
He said
All these blossoms dropping.
I had to remind him, no, it’s snow this time.
Remember, he said
When white petals fell onto our faces and melted.

On my back deep in a drift
I said, join me
Our bodies sank into the snow.

Ice palaces form around us
Glazed blue in the curves like shadows in seashells.
Our frozen shadows take wing.
2.
Summer came again and went,
Brief moment in full flower
The bee-filled mock-apple buzzed,
Hummed the glory of pollen.
Yesterday blanketed in snow
Clutched by the immeasurable, falling up.
Trying to remember the horizons.

Deer on the mountainside:
A doe and her twin fawns, in hiding.
Sometimes its mother must gently push it down with her foot.
The crust of snowfall
Washes their faces, wet flowers.
Beneath, the sleeping bitterroot waits
A small tuber that outlasts civilization.

All of us swimmers in the past
The sky dropping white galaxies
Whether made of ice or flowers: bits of dying stars in our bones.
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UL BEND
David Jachowski
came to a stop. The words felt angry and awk
ON A BLUFF OVERLOOKING the
ward. I hadn’t spoken face-to-face to a human
Missouri River in the center of Montana, two
in weeks.
men slept in a brown pickup truck. They were
“Shooting varmints,” the driver said.
the support crew for the Lewis and Clark 200th
Both men were wearing matching black polo
anniversary re-enactors, a team of men that
shirts with insignias that advertised a gun club
support man Dennis bragged “had given up
near
Kalispell.
two years of their lives to recreate the greatest
“You know it’s illegal to shoot prairie
expedition in American history.” I was told the
team even included the great-great-grandson of dogs on the refuge.”
“Really, when’s the season?”
Clark himself.
“Never.”
I stared at the brown truck while sitting
The two men turned back and I walked
in a port-a-potty on the edge of camp with the
north on the dirt road to collect and count the
door propped open, which provided a grand
dead animals they had left in their wake before
view and escape from the pungent air inside.
it got too dark to see. The coyotes would clean
The truck was parked a mile away across a
dry lake bed, yet in this wide-open grassland it up the carcasses in the night. I picked up nine
prairie dogs and one burrowing owl, and saw
seemed to be in my backyard. The re-enactors
were already over a week late to arrive at a site dozens of holes where bloodied animals had
dragged themselves down out of my reach.
on UL Bend opposite the mouth of the Mus
Tiny crimson trails in the pale soil.
selshell River, near where the original Corps
At dusk, I returned to camp to call
of Discovery camped on May 19, 1805.1 knew
in their license plate to the law enforcement
why the team started this expedition, but won
dered what motivated them to keep going. Had ranger and gave her my tally. A week later I
heard that the sheriff in Kalispell went to their
the re-enactors’ hardship shifted their minds
homes, and that they had to pay a fine of a few
from glory to pride? Further, what motivated
hundred dollars for each animal. I still had the
those two middle-aged men to sleep out here
10 bagged specimens in my freezer, intermixed
in the cab of a truck for days ? Duty? Brother
with frozen peas and chicken breasts, unsure of
hood?
what to do with the evidence.
The two men were the best type of
Ferret Camp was the only sign of
neighbors, seen only from afar. They were also
human habitation on UL Bend, an epiglottis
the only traffic I'd seen for two weeks, when
two men had come down in a shiny Ford truck shaped dip of the Missouri River in the heart of
the million-acre Charles M. Russell National
full of automatic weapons for target practice. I
Wildlife Refuge. A neat row of eight camper
heard their shots when they came near the rim
trailers, most first used by FEMA for hurricane
of the little valley where my camp sat. They
relief on the Gulf of Mexico, were retired to
were driving the main road due south toward
weather away as field housing at the end of the
the river, shooting as they drove. I drove up to
road in Phillips County, Montana. No power
the top of the hill and angled my truck so that
lines; Ferret Camp ran on propane and car
it blocked the road.
batteries charged by solar panels. The seclu“What are you doing?” I asked as they
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sion was broken only by occasional pulses of
summer life as college researchers came to
study the relatively intact fauna of mixed grass
prairies in the area. The camp got its name
from being the first place in the state, and one
of only a handful of places in the country,
where biologists had reintroduced black-footed
ferrets.
Black-footed ferrets have a number of
labels. They are the most endangered mammal
in North America. They are also an important
example of wildlife conservation, once consid
ered extinct, then rediscovered, then extirpated
from the wild, and only now are being restored
following careful captive breeding. They are
the most specialized carnivore in the world and
live only where there are prairie dog burrows,
as prairie dogs make up over ninety percent of
their diet. Their prey itself is in an epic decline,
once the most abundant mammal in North
America (even greater than the famous vast
herds of bison) to currently listed on multiple
threatened species lists due to disease, poison,
plowing, urbanization, and a host of other
threats.
I enjoyed the contradiction of trying to
restore one of the rarest and most delicate spe
cies in such a remote and intolerant landscape.
The secretive, subterranean, nocturnal nature
of the ferret paired with its simple need: a large
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population of increasingly rare prey.
On first arriving at UL Bend, I had
shown skill at trapping prairie dogs, sticking
my hand into a square box trap over and over
again, thousands of times. Experience had
taught me to read an animal’s eyes, its move
ments, predict if it were likely to bite through
leather gloves that extended use had worn to a
soft cotton texture.
Most young Montana biologists wanted
to work on wolves or bears in the mountains,
so the applicant pool was shallow, and the
refuge biologist kept me on to work on ferrets
and prairie dogs full-time. I had put in years of
work with the end goal of moving enough prai
rie dogs from one location to another to rebuild
colonies lost years earlier to disease. Provide a
hundred acres for prairie dogs and their burrow
systems and you might create enough habitat
for one ferret. To maintain an entire population
of ferrets would require thousands of acres of
interconnected prairie dog colonies.
This required more than simply moving
thousands of prairie dogs from little pockets
scattered across the prairie to UL Bend. At
restoration sites, we erected Australian electric
sheep fence to keep coyotes and badgers away
from vulnerable prairie dogs that had not yet
had time to dig deep, elaborate burrow systems
in which to escape. Miles of waist-high plastic
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"It struck me that wildlife restoration required
fence encircled a patch of prairie. Energy was
collected from the sun through solar panels,
stored in car batteries, and released in rhythmic
shocks through thin braided wire. My days
were spent patrolling the boundary and fix
ing spots in the fence where deer had pushed
through in the night. As I walked, I listened for
the warning calls of prairie dogs, a sign that
they had begun to reform the family bonds
needed to keep careful, altruistic watch for
predators.

AS DENNIS AND HIS PARTNER sat
in their brown truck waiting for the re-enactors
to arrive, I set about my daily chores. After
checking the fence for the day, I retreated to
camp for a few hours of sleep before starting
the nightly task of looking for ferrets. At mid
night, I woke up groggy, grabbed a flashlight
and headed outside. The keys were already in
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the ignition of my worn-out truck. I pulled out
of camp and turned on the one-million candle
power spotlight as I hit the two-track road. I
waved the beam back and forth with my left
hand as I shifted from first to second gear with
my right. My eyes flicked back and forth with
the spotlight. I had memorized each turn and
badger hole, allowing my eyes to focus only on
the end of the beam splayed out on the close
cropped grasses and forbs. I drove up one side
of the valley and down the other, making long
loops in the night at seven miles per hour.
I looked for the pea-sized reflective
green eyes of ferrets, preferably females, so
I could count their litters. This was our only
true measure of success. Not the years of work
moving thousands of prairie dogs to UL Bend,
but the number of small carnivores that had
dwindled down to three individual females
by my count. Tonight they were underground,
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qual parts dedication and delusion. "
as they usually were. Sometimes they did not
come above ground for five days at a time. I
just drove loops through quiet starlit nights.
I told myself that if I could stay awake until
three in the morning it would be clear sailing
until dawn, because at three, by some atmo
spheric miracle the AM radio static lifted and
a replay of the San Francisco Giants game
bounced up to the center of Montana and came
in clear for a few hours before fading away
with the rising sun.
During night work, I was prone to
introspection. The repetitive motions and
solitude steered my mind toward destructive
thoughts. Why was I there alone, in a land so
open yet closed to the modem world? Why did
I choose this place over the love and comfort
of a woman who had left me years earlier for
a life on the east coast? I questioned what
good I was doing, and found myself reciting
a mantra I had developed and settled on some
years back, hidden in my subconscious, to be
remembered at times of need:
I do it because of the guilt over what
we have done to the land. Because the land has
given me so much, and I need to help fix what
has been broken. Restore what has been lost.
Because deep truths can be found after long
hours in the wilderness.
Dawn came slowly and I went back to
camp and fell into bed with no ferret sightings.
I woke at noon and went outside to sit with the
rabbits and bam swallows in the shade of the
dirt-floored log bam. I glanced along wall edg
es to make sure the diamondback rattlesnake
that lived in the back comer under a pile of old
car batteries wasn’t out hunting. The night had
passed like a dream and I could not remember
a single song on the radio or the score of the
ballgame. The only evidence of a night’s work
was an empty data sheet with start and end
times. Days had run together in my mind and
were only numbers now, but I remembered that
that afternoon there was to be a meeting about
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prairie dogs in Malta, the county seat where
ranchers came to buy food and supplies and to
fire off at a bar or government meeting. I ate
and put on my uniform for the trip to town.
I took the two-track road north out
of the refuge onto the gravel road that began
near Second Creek school house. The prairie
was rapidly changing from spring green to the
dry brown that dominates the plains for nine
months of the year. An hour later, I pulled onto
the pavement of Highway 191. My truck tires
spun out the rocks that had been stuck in their
treads for weeks and settled into a distinctive
hum as I picked up speed, heading north to the
Highline.
Above the First State Bank of Malta,
I entered a meeting room filled with paranoia.
Yet another environmental group had peti
tioned the federal government to list the black
tailed prairie dog as an endangered species.
The implications went beyond simple shooting
closures and led straight to the fear that the
federal government would use the Endangered
Species Act to dictate how ranchers manage
their land. The room erupted with objections
and mumbled threats. Ranchers muttered they
would kill all of the prairie dogs on their land
to avoid the potential pending restrictions. To
make matters worse, the state blocked any
transportation of prairie dogs. So even if ranch
ers wanted our help to remove prairie dogs
rather than poison them, we were no longer
allowed to transplant them to the refuge.
After the meeting, I drove back to
camp, unsure of who supported our efforts.
The ranchers limited prairie dog populations
by plow and poison, the environmentalists
brought in heavy-handed protections to fire
things up just when we were making progress,
and the government layered in bureaucracy and
politics.
Strong prairie wind blew from the west
with no trees to uproot. It toppled grasses and
collided with abandoned homesteads, found
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and into camp. It stopped in front of the bam
cracks between the logs to whistle through.
and the truck doors opened. A half-a-dozen
Back at camp, the wind threatened to break
men spilled out. They stood by their truck and
doors off their hinges and drove prairie dogs
looked around camp, finally fixing on the bam
underground. I waited until midnight to spot
made
with old cottonwood logs faded by time
light again when the wind had died down. Af
to pale white. The bam dated back to a time
ter one in the morning, I finished my first loop
before the Ft. Peck Dam had stagnated this
of the valley and my mind began to wander.
section of the Missouri. The
Why protect something
that is so disliked? Do people
His hands told me trees had seen a time when
water flowed down the Mis
really care ifferrets don’t make
there
was
some

souri through braided channels
it back? With an ever expand
Lewis and Clark’s original
ing human population, can
thing admirable in and
campsite wasn’t ten feet under
we get back to where we were
the
quest
to
water.
before? And when do we go
I came outside, and the
back to? To when Lewis and
recreate the past. man I remembered
as Den
Clark traveled across the area?
nis introduced the expedition
To when Native Americans still
team
members,
who were dressed in an odd
dominated the land, and wolves, plains griz
mix of neoprene and period canvas. Clark’s
zly and Audubon sheep still roamed? Or to
before Native Americans entered and there still great-great-grandson extended his hand, callused and black on the inside and shaped like
existed a full suite of Pleistocene large mam
a large open crab claw that was permanently
mals, including giant ground sloths and wooly
molded around an oar handle. His hands told
mammoths?
What is the baseline of wild? How long me there was something admirable in the quest
to recreate the past. The hardship and toil they
have prairie dogs been on this patch of land?
went through, like me, to try to experience a
lost period in time. We talked awkwardly about
THE NEXT MORNING, my boss
the
age and width of the bam timbers. Their
called. He heard the resignation in my voice
eyes had a look of exhaustion that I knew well,
like a bad hangover. We agreed that things
brought on by hard work and solitude. A pause
weren’t going well, and were only likely to
get worse. Between the exotic disease that was in the conversation turned to silence. Then,
with a quick sentence barked like a marching
spreading from the north and west and wiping
order, they turned toward back their truck.
out nearly all prairie dogs in its path, strong
“No chance of getting laid around
political opposition to prairie dog protection,
here!”
and new threats to creating bigger prairie dog
I stood outside the bam as they headed
populations even on the refuge, we were no
over the cattle guard and out of camp. Over
longer sure if we could ever make ferrets stick
on this patch of land. Years of work potentially a year of paddling up the Missouri river and
this was likely the most remote location they
down the drain. He told me to take a few days
would ever reach. This was also a place where
off and head into the mountains to get out of
the landscape still resembled what Lewis and
the dust and heat. I reluctantly agreed to leave
Clark would have seen. Yet they didn’t linger.
camp the next day.
The sound of the truck engine faded to the
I had just retreated to my trailer for
northwest. Prairie dogs began to reemerge
the afternoon to tie some fishing flies, when
the brown truck drove over the cattle guard
from their burrows.
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The patience and beauty of the expedi
tion’s odyssey was broken for me. I felt be
trayed by the knowledge that they were headed
to air conditioning, showers, women, and a
steak dinner.
I looked out on the prairie dogs, now
back to grazing and grooming one another, and
the hidden ferret population we had helped
recreate. It struck me that wildlife restoration
required equal parts dedication and delusion.
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I knew we could never return to a time before
human disturbance, or even know what it was
supposed to look like if we could. But I found
comfort in the thought that I lived in a place
still remote and wild enough to throw off these
men, and that my work restored its wildness
even further.
I called my boss back and told him
I had no desire to leave. There was still too
much work to do. •
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At The Dungeness Cemetery
Mike McCormick

Land remembers the level grade
of glaciers, a river losing its way
then settling in a new bed.
Even the failed homestead, cellar
open to sun and storm blunted
by blackberry vine, a barn’s broken back
remain in memory. With division
it forgets and the lesson,
the sum of our labor, lost.
This plot of solitary stones
tells the essential mundane story:
we worked, had children, died early
or late, were beloved, sometimes
we sat in the kitchen and talked.
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From DEBRIS
Laurel Nakanishi

1. Tsunami Tide

Remember the flesh wound, the miles of debris
bumping up against my legs. Choose me wall shards, turn signs. Choose me wood slat,
plush doll, belled charm. Let’s make a tide of it.
Everything covered, the fine down of algae,
everything rotting, sea swollen, pushing past its skin.
And what has not sunk, melds now roaming, buoying pile. In days it will circle Oahu,
nudge our shores, flank us skirt-bound in miles.
This is the riddled afterlife, the whale gone back
into its blue depths, and here, bobbing: its meager apology.
We will walk among the wreckage, taking pieces in our hands
door latch, base board, ipod, windowpane, grey
and grey and grey.
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Yellowstoning the Treeburbs
speculative ecology/ provocation/ science fiction
David Oates

OF COURSE I DO MISS FLUFFY.
But not as much as I expected.
That little furry head in my lap, purr
ing while I worked. She was my mom’s cat,
then mine - an old-fashioned pleasure. And
sometimes I miss seeing little children running
free in the neighborhoods and parks, like in
old movies. But then I remember - since when
did those terrified-of-everything parents ever
let their children run free? Certainly not my
generation. So all the precautions we take now,
setting the perimeter and posting Vigilants,
avoiding certain places after dark, staying in
big-enough groups - these don’t seem so bad.
As my old neighbor Sal pointed out, weren’t
we already doing them?
And every time I go out the back door
with its plywooded-over kitty-hatch, I have a
chance to miss my pet. But I don’t. Not much,
anyway.
Because there are payoffs. And not
just the obvious ones. Just this morning, out at
dawn for my first run since, well since losing
Sal, I saw that sneaky old prowler with the one
bad eye and it lifted my heart. Truly, it did. I
wondered how much longer she’d be around.
Of course everyone likes the Treeburbs,
the wild free-for-all of it. Doug fir marching
down corridors of broken-asphalt-streets and
just shoving away left and right, all those old
delicate imports dying off in their shadows.
And in shady side-yards the sapling hemlocks
fronding up thick as a tree nursery, taller than
me now. In another thirty years, what will Port
land be? More than half hemlock, I bet.
So when I can I take my runs over
there. Today, as I was saying, I had just trotted
past the far-edge Zone marker (the Perimeter is
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mixed for a quarter mile or so in this part). Of
course I wore my nice new killbelt from REI
- skintight, no jiggling, the expandable whips
lash comforting across my back - and the sun
was goldening the way it does at the end of the
wet months, streaming under the clouds for a
few minutes - and Yip there she was, a big fe
male with a brush as long as your arm. Kind of
golden too. She was crossing 60th Street like
she owned it (which she did, in a sense), head
cocking back and forth the way she does to
make up for the bad eye - and for just a second
she paused to consider me. Consider me for
what? For breakfast, I assume. I stopped short,
my heart thumping harder than warranted. I
felt my eyes go into that wide-open vision as
everything - everything - poured in. Mind as
big as the landscape, ready... Nope, she was
alone: no hunting party, no helpers sliding by
to circle behind me.
I guess she was sizing me up just for
the fun of it. Then on she went, that doglike
trot quick out of sight into the hydrangea-andbamboo thicket where the houses had been let
go. Two flickers watching silently from a roof
timber. Across the street a hawk glaring at us
all. Coyote comedy.
And then the moment popped - ended
- my regular self rushed back in, noticing traf
fic sounds from far behind me, a drop of dew
on a plum-bud, the feel of air on my skin. The
ache of loss in my heart. The quiet. And when
I crossed back into the Mix, a young woman
was on her front porch: morning-hair, blue
bathrobe, sunlight, beautiful. I ate like a teen
ager when I got home.
First real meal I’ve had in days. I miss
Sal more than I ever thought I would. Who
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(Kitties, not so much.) Once we accepted that
else do I have to tell about the coyote and the
coyotes were moving into the suburban decay
pretty girl? Sal made it one day past his 105th
rings around the city, cats started disappearing.
birthday. Imagine! He wasn’t moving around
Those that were left became indoor-cats or
much anymore, so I brought him stories from
my runs. He loved that, traded me breakfast for smart-cats or dead-cats. Dogs, the same. Then
in just a couple years, we started noticing more
them.
sparrows. More house finches. More of those
Sal said it was the birds, that was the
first thing people noticed, way back. Everyone little grey whatchamacallits, the teaspoon-sized
was panicked at the Collapse - so the speed of ones that suddenly flutter in, dozens teetering
and hunting around the shrubberies and then
the come-back, once we let the coyotes back
moving on. Then yellow, uh, somethings. Sev
in - that was like the single thread of good
eral kinds. Then birds no one could remember
news. In fact, Sal had something to do with it!
seeing before. Then the bigger birds that fed on
Used to head up a big organization here, an
them. Sal loved ‘em all.
Audubon, way way back before the Collapse.
Everyone learned to see what was hap
Or rather (since he tells me Detroit and New
Orleans were already let go even then) - before pening: No more bored fat tabbies harvesting
nestlings and fledglings and unwary adults.
we knew we were in Collapse.
"Millions every year,” Sal would insist.
When he was more mobile, Sal would
“Literally.” He liked to call cats snarky names,
kick at my cat-door with his walker when he
which got him in trouble with cat-people came in, laughing. He was all about the birds
bird-murderers, layabouts, like that. Of course
of course, but boy did he love those coyotes.
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According to Sal, that’s why it’s called
Yellowstoning. When the wolves returned, all
of a sudden elk and deer went skittish and
things started happening.
the pet people didn’t like to think about any
thing so real as killing and eating, so they’d
just make that insulted face and go home. But
meanwhile the big birdy bounce-back got
famous - Parade magazine picture spreads,
color close-ups of scarlet this and purple that
occupying the city for the first time in memory.
Then when peregrines and owls and hawks
followed (evidently cats had been eating their
mice out from under them, but when their din
ners rebounded, so did they), surprises began
sprouting almost everywhere. Did you hear the
way salal and alder and trillium, like in deep
forest, sprang up on the eco-roof right on top
of the Multnomah County building? I guess it
was in the bird poop, or something. Anyway,
one thing leads to another.
According to Sal, that’s why it’s called
Yellowstoning. When the wolves returned,
all of a sudden elk and deer went skittish and
things started happening. Streams got their
alders and willows back. Then their trout and
salmon, I guess, or whatever. Then god knows
what showed up - of course I’ve never been
that far but Sal could tell it: everything from
beetles to beavers, lynxes, wolverines, who
knows what.
All because some hungry eyes were
watching.
Naturally when the Portland treeburbs
got Yellowstoned, there was a lot of howling
from the pooch-and-kitty crowd. The ones
who thought their pets were their “children”
were the saddest. And the loudest. Boo hoo
letters, nightly news features. Finally we voted
a bond measure to provide them therapy, the
right thing to do though I don’t hear of much
progress. But so much wildness came back, so
suddenly, that the sniffing and blubbering just
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got lost in the general awe.
Like the woodpeckers that have been
hammering up Southeast Portland this spring.
The huge kind, you know, big as a chicken.
Red head and sticking-up topknot and all. So
red! Can’t remember what Sal called them.
One glimpse and you’re woody-woodpeckering for a day, giddy. It’s become what we
talk about at work and to strangers waiting for
busses. Didja see the pair down by the SevenEleven...? Or the little yellow jobbies with the
black heads. Or the strange haunting flute-calls
from the tall trees, raising the hairs on the
backs of our necks.
Damn. Sal knew all their names. I hear
them every day now, and catch those glimpses,
and then my heart goes all knotty when I real
ize - no Sal.
We took a walk - or a shuffle - Sal and
I. That’s how the end came. We thought we
were just having one of those birdy moments.
Really, it’s sweet to remember that part. The
old Tartan Elm up by 28th Street had lost a
huge branch in a storm. We stopped to look at
the damage, missing the spread of the amaz
ing old tree - and peep peep peep came out of
the tom-out hole. Two pairs of tiny glittering
eyes. The mom, walking right straight down
the trunk like there was no gravity, a little bird
with a rusty breast - she brought back treats
for them and it was feather mayhem in there.
We watched.
“Some decay, that’s not a bad thing,”
was all Sal said.
We’re still trying to adjust, feel our
way, figure out how it’s going to work now.
The Vigilants (people we used to call “va
grants”) who camp at the Perimeter crossovers
will tell you where’s safe, where’s not. We
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have to learn what the rules are since we share
the place with these toothy devils now. Young
President Biden was on the screen the other
day, swearing that he’d bring back the cities
the way they were when his father was in the
White House... blah blah blah. I don’t think
anyone even hears him anymore. There’s a
new normal. Politicians are always the last to
know.
But Sal saw something else on that
peep-peeping day. There’s a collapsed condo
right by the big tree. Sal spied something
moving in there, nudged me. More coyote, I
shrugged, no big deal.
“Nope. Bigger,” he whispered quietly.
Very, very quietly.
Sal’s shuffling step. The terrified look
that passed over him when wolf number two
popped up on our other side. The way my hand
went for the killbelt... which I hadn’t put on.
I remember the complaining voice in my head:
But this is a mile inside the Perimeter! As if
that mattered. Then I saw Sal teetering over
the walker, trying to position himself. Number
three trotted up from our right, nails clicking
on the sidewalk, head lowdown, scary. Sal’s
face cleared. Everything went silent.
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Well, it’s not their fault, the wolves.
Not exactly. They were just sniffing us out,
maybe it was a little show of force. You’d be
surprised how impressive three wolves at ten
feet can be. People say they’re here to push the
coyotes out. So everything’s about to change.
Again. We’re the ones getting Yellowstoned.
There we stood, unarmed, in their
glare. It was unfiltered. Intense. I stepped back
to steady Sal. And then they just ran past.
Whoosh. A little too close. Sal on that stupid
contraption, startled, falling. Bang there he
was, blood from his forehead on the curb. A
single glint-eyed look from that last wolf, over
his shoulder, maybe balancing the trouble of
people - the general noisy unpredictability of
us - against the whiff he’d just caught.
Sal still as can be. Me trying to kneel
and look threatening at the same time. Sal
really out. It was his time. Me crying, angry,
wanting to kill something. A wrong feeling, but
still.
Here’s what I think. They’ll have to
learn where not to cross. Us too. We’ll have
to renegotiate our edges. And keep them a bit
sharper. •
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Song

in the

Key of Redemption

Robin Keisic
On Sunday she brings me to church,
my feet drag as they do but she likes it when I’m there.
It isn’t long before I'm knee-deep in holy water
searching for a semblance of truth
But this day is different,
the preacher-man from his pulpit, he catches my scent I can still smell the brimstone on his breath, his teeth
tombstone dirty.
He looks down his nose at me, says ‘boy, your soul is shrouded
by the smoke of a thousand fires smoldering in the hills where the wolves hunt,’
he says my heart is cold, I’m broken inside.
Thanks Preach, but you say grace funny
and I’ll have you know
I field dress my own demons, been doing so for years these arrows, they fly true
they penetrate right nicely.
I’ve got forests of junipers growing inside of me, your sermon a symphony of chainsaws.
I will not stand here as you cut my insides out
you will not thin me.
Thank you much, but with all due respect back the hell off.
My queen bee stands beside me, her voice rising drowns out my blood boiling I love it when she gets to worshipping;
I let my spine tingle, I turn honeycomb all over when
she starts in softly with the humming, and soon enough
a hurricane of hymns come like origami from her lips.
The lupines, the primrose, the bitterroots bloom.
She is a well-spring of wildflowers, and they come flowing and flowing
and fill the room
so that our church becomes a garden
perched in a valley, at the mouth of a river
that flows not through us, but into us
till we become Great lakes,
big enough to bury oceans.
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Eleanor Bennet

Girl, breathe with me
breathe heavy with me.
Together we’ll swim to the belly of the riverbed
where the gravity of the situation will render us weightless,
where the hemline of your Sunday dress moves just right in the current
like a swarm of sea horses at full gallop,
your hair the prettiest ghost I’ll ever kiss.
Let us stay here, the whole night through
harvesting featherstones and moonlight.
And by morning,
I swear to God,
we’ll be bom again.
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Solar Flare
Sheryl Noethe

We were promised the largest and most significant solar explosions ever.
Newscasters told us to expect the destruction of our electronics at 11:00 a.m.
This radioactive blast was moving at approximately six million miles per hour.
A meteorologist compared it to a “punch in the nose to our planet”
At that time, a thousand miles east of here,

My mother went out to sweep the snow off her car
Slipped and fell and broke her pelvis in two places
Lay in the road crying weakly for help.
Scientists say the magnetic orientation of the storm flipped;
it was not as destructive as warned
it created magnificent auroras, northern lights to take your breath away.
She was gasping and calling for help
Five firefighters at a neighbor’s house saw her fall
They ran to pick her up and carry her inside
Their faces beamed in a circle like stars.

(Funny what you think of.
Her cotton pajamas, her robe, her scuffed work shoes.
Each of these simple items is enough to make you weep.)
It was the most deathly disturbance of a burning star.
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Finding Montana
David Salner

He squats upon a rise of dirt, a russet mound,
and feels the shell of rock give way
to something granular his hands scoop up.
He lets it filter through his fingers, endless specks
of ochre grit, quartz bits interlaced
with manganese and zinc—and silver, he thinks.
A little further up, his eyes pick out
the copper—this butte, a solid rock of it.
He builds a village, with mills and smelters
to delve that essence he sees everywhere
encased in rock, scoops out chambers
in the yellow earth. A city rises up

where women grow old
fighting laundry in the filthy air—above the catacombs,
where several hundred men with foreign names,

one day in 1917, are burned to death.
He fills the world with copper, overfills it;
ghosts wander through Finntown and Dublin Gulch.

Now, the sage grows back,
even the mountain grass. And finally,
we hear a creek in the arroyo, a silver creek.
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The Great Silent Places
Erica Watson
I have walked over the green, flowering slopes in the rain, when the fog hid
the landscape beyond a few hundred yards, andfelt that the white mountain
avens, the purple rhododendrons, and the delicate white bells of the
heather at my feet were alone worthy of our efforts.
-Adolph Murie, A Naturalist in Alaska
I STOOD IN THE RAIN, mud soaking
through my alpaca socks and sandals, wearing
a gold sequin-covered polyester skirt from the
five dollar clothing rack at the Fairbanks Fred
Meyers. The 2 a.m. subarctic twilight barely
lit the scene through thick ground-hugging
August fog. A silhouetted demolition crane
hovered above me, and in the distance beyond
it, the faint bluish outline of Denali through the
fog. I looked for the hint of the mountain be
cause I knew it was there, but would have been
unlikely to see it otherwise. The heavy equip
ment and crates of purportedly eco-friendly
building materials dwarfed the mountain.
I came out with my friend Jeff for a

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol20/iss2/1
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spontaneous joy ride in his dump truck af
ter a National Park Service summer Mardi
Gras party, curious to see how the project had
developed in the year since I’d been there,
before construction began. I strung my green
and purple beads on the rearview mirror and
jumped onto the slippery glacial mud. Jeff
backed the truck up and unloaded glacial river
gravel into a pit. I stepped around the survey
stakes littering the ground.
My throat tightened, and the tears
surprised me. I couldn’t look at the truck
anymore. I couldn’t look at any of it, though of
course that was why I’d come here. I wished I
had just gone to bed.
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Survey stakes and a demolition crane told me that this place was
no longer the pristine wilderness that I had imagined.
The gravel and the crane were part of
the rebuilding of Eielson Visitor Center at De
nali National Park, a destination for busloads
of tourists. In 2004, “Old Eielson’s” last sum
mer, I worked as a cashier in the claustropho
bic bookstore operated out of the visitor center,
an aging, ugly building perched on the hill
overlooking the Thorofare River. I was a disil
lusioned college student, brought to Alaska by
an impulsively purchased and fairly unoriginal
one-way ticket to Anchorage, and to Denali by
the lure of available seasonal jobs in the park. I
arrived ready to fall in love.
That first summer both the land and
the people drawn to it seemed worthy recipi
ents of that eager affection. As I cried over the
tom down building, the fantasy of perfection
dissolved. Curiosity became heartbreak, the
kind of heartbreak unique to those who’ve just
learned the fragility of their own experience. I
didn’t mourn the building, but the illusions I’d
fostered in it. Plans to replace the old build
ing were well underway when I first arrived. I
chose not to listen, to imagine instead that the
place was immune somehow from develop
ment beyond that which brought me there. Sur
vey stakes and a demolition crane told me that
this place was no longer the pristine wilderness
that I had imagined.
The original Eielson building was no
architectural wonder, and did nothing to en
hance the landscape it graced. Built in the early
sixties as part of a national attempt to modern
ize park facilities, it jutted from the hillside
at awkward, blocky angles. Some compared
it to a hamburger stand. Two years after the
building’s completion, biologist and naturalist
Adolph Murie wrote in the April 1963 issue of
National Parks Magazine that a couple visiting
from Anchorage described the new building
as “the Eielson monstrosity.” The label “mon
strosity” stuck, but took on more affectionate
overtones for those of us who arrived when
its existence was no longer shocking. This
one small building in a six-million acre park,
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accessible by only one road the general public
isn’t allowed to drive on, seemed more of an
anachronism than a monstrosity by the time
I showed up in 2004. The illusion of solitude
still permeated our experience of the place.
As countless tourists reminded me, needing to
declare some observation or insight into their
surroundings, “You’re a long ways out here.”
They could feel the distance.
“Yep,” I generally responded, an af
firmation that sufficed for conversation. I sold
postcards and answered questions like “When’s
this rain gonna stop?” and “Is that bear gonna
eat my son?” in as pleasant a tone as I could
manage. Sometimes I looked up from my book
or my knitting.
The building’s overt out-datedness
expressed a certain set of priorities to the
public. Visitors arriving at Eielson after four
hours bumping along the unpaved road had no
impression that they were there to see a man
made structure. The men’s bathroom gradu
ally detached from the rest of the building as
a result of years of earthquake damage, and
the question of whether or not it would remain
intact and upright faced each new group of
arrivals. They may or may not all fit inside the
building, and there may or may not be a com
fortable place to sit. Some people wanted more
luxurious facilities: coffee, phone service,
functional heating—but they didn’t get them.
They had to go outside. They had to stand in
the rain. Some of them hated it. Others took a
walk.

THAT FIRST SUMMER, I hiked in
every direction from the visitor center. I was
not yet concerned with things like staying dry
or following anything like a logical route from
point A to point B. I’d return to the visitor cen
ter, my cotton clothes soaking wet and muddy,
and pore over geology and flower guides in the
crowded linoleum-tiled display room until I
was able to catch a bus back to the Toklat, the
Park Service road camp where I lived. It was
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an easy, unburdened love.
That summer, or maybe the next, I read
Ed Abbey’s Desert Solitaire for the first time
and convinced myself that Denali is one of few
National Parks that somewhat resembles Ab
bey’s vision of a car-free backcountry wilder
ness, where old people (people who, according
to Abbey, already had the chance to see wilder
ness in their younger days and whose needs
should not be catered to) are ferried around on
shuttle buses. Visitors seem generally content
with this system, however they make use of it,
though in the decades since the book’s publica
tion the assumption of available wilderness in
the lives of park visitors is increasingly flawed.
Similarly, though less abrasively, Denali’s first
park superintendent, Harry Karstens, is often
quoted as saying that “there is little to offer
visitors who need attendants to make them
comfortable, who think of walking in terms
of cement and board paths, riding in terms of
cushioned motor cars.. .But there is much to
offer those who understand the language of the
‘great silent places.’”
Of course, things change. The latest
wave of development at Denali saw this quote
printed on an interpretive sign at the park en
trance, surrounded by cement sidewalks in the
center of the “Denali Visitor Center Complex,”
where cushioned seats and attendants are in
no short supply. I hear Abbey’s voice echoing
in my head more often than I’d like, watching
park visitors move from bus to building, from
cushions to pavement, from one form of nar
ration to another. Do they ever hear Karstens’
language of silence, I wonder, or feel Abbey’s
solitary “quiet exultation,” however tinged
with arrogance and self-righteousness it might
have been? Do they want to?
I don’t know where the boundary lies
between development and destruction, and
National Parks are probably the wrong place
to try to map it. “That place is for the buses,”

countless people say about Denali, echoing
the general Alaskan sentiment. “Go just about
anywhere else and find more wilderness than
that.”

JEFF AND I DIDN’T TALK for sev
eral miles driving East to Toklat Road Camp.
Free of the weight of gravel, the dump truck
bounced on the washboard. It was now as dark
as it was going to get, and still foggy. Jeff had
been driving this road for almost 20 years as a
shuttle driver, and this year had switched to the
construction crew for a change of pace, could
see these changes, contribute to them even, and
not feel remorse or guilt. He told me that yes, it
requires some amount of self-justification, but
this was a justification process he was used to
after years of working as a self-identified disil
lusioned environmentalist driving the oil com
panies’ trucks on the North Slope. He enjoyed
the creative processes of construction work, the
satisfaction of completing a project. It wasn’t
always easy for him to watch the crews tear up
the tundra under the alpenglow of Denali, but
it paid well.
I thought about the way my politics
expressed themselves in the small outbursts
fitting of a young child. This was, I decided,
something I should probably work on. But my
desire to live in a minimally scarred world is
not based in fact or knowledge or even convic
tion so much as a simple tendency to burst into
tears at the sight of ravaged tundra.
“Do you feel anything?” I finally blurt
ed out. Jeff concentrated on the barely visible
turns in the road and the useless windshield
wipers. “About that, I mean,” I said, vaguely
waving my hand behind us, in the direction of
The Monstrosity. I picked at my sequins.
“I try not to,” he said after a moment.
“What good would it do?”
I didn’t have an answer. We fell again
into silence.

"I don't know where the boundary lies between development and destru
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The truck sped up with the gentle de
cline into the Toklat River valley. I leaned my
head against the cold window and closed my
eyes.
We rounded the last bend above the
Toklat. Jeff slammed on the brakes, and the
truck clanked to a stop, metal hitting metal
and the tires sliding on wet gravel. I jerked
awake, and saw something move in the wil
lows through the mud-coated passenger side
window. The headlights shone first on two
glowing yellow eyes, and then on the figure of
a gray wolf. We knew her from her frequent
appearances on the road as the alpha female of
the Grant Creek wolf pack. She was a strong
hunter, and while her mate skittishly avoided
the road, she sometimes trotted alongside
buses for miles. She stood about ten feet in
front of the truck, paused mid-step in the road,
and stared.
“Hey you,” I whispered. She held one
foot in the air, ready to run. Jeff turned off the
truck’s engine, and then the headlights. The
wolf kept staring at us, and I couldn’t meet her
eyes. She lowered her foot to the ground, and
even as she slowly crossed the road, kept her
eyes on us until she disappeared into the wil
lows.
A different kind of silence hung be
tween us the remainder of the trip.
I finally fell into bed at Toklat, in an
unheated trailer lent to me for my visit. In the
morning, Jeff brought me breakfast from the
construction company’s kitchen. The oatmeal
cooled into a rubbery blob on the plastic plate
piled with scrambled eggs and dry toast. We
didn’t speak as we ate, instead listening to the
river and the sound of trucks heading out for
the day.
TWO YEARS AFTER that August
night standing in the mud at the construction
site, I attended the grand opening of the com-

pleted new visitor center, a grandiose structure,
half-buried in the tundra for a “low visual im
pact.” The ceremony was held on one of those
rare Denali summer days when the sun shone
in a cloudless blue sky, the braided channels of
the Thorofare River shimmered silver-white,
and the snow-covered peaks of the Alaska
Range provided a picturesque backdrop to a
ribbon-cutting ceremony that seemed intent
on contradicting itself. We were there to talk
wilderness. West-facing folding chairs formed
a half-circle around the podium, where local
and national dignitaries offered their blessings
to the visitor center. Government officials from
Anchorage and Washington DC touted the
building’s sustainable construction, use of local
and recycled materials, and meticulously re
searched interpretive displays. Inside, recycled
chipboard tables were loaded with platters of
well-traveled chunks of melon and pineapple
and cheese cut into stackable cubes.
I was there in a somewhat professional
capacity, burdened by a paycheck I depended
on and a desire to present myself as a respect
able member of the Denali community. I was
a little bit older and calmer, and less prone to
emotional outbursts at government construc
tion sites. I think I did a commendable job
of hiding that angry, muddy college kid who
would have wanted to throw stones at the
speaker system, to mourn the gradual paving
and renovation of the great silent places. But I
still cringed when the Alaska Regional Direc
tor for the National Park Service said that this
visitor center would be many people’s “first
experience of real wilderness.” A representa
tive of the Department of the Interior from
Washington D.C. quoted Richard Louv’s Last
Child in the Woods, in which a young child
says he prefers to play inside rather than out
side because “that’s where all the outlets are.”
Places like this, a symbol of the wild, he said,
are working against that sentiment. If there was

ion, and National Parks are probably the -wrong place to try to map it."
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a moment of silence, I’ve forgotten it.
I looked around. At this symbol of the
Alaskan wilderness, the outlets were not only
inside, but outside too, with speakers and a mi
crophone plugged in. We may have been sur
rounded by “real wilderness,” but how many of
us would have been there that day if not for the
new building, and the road leading to it? How
distinct from the thing it is said to represent
can a symbol be before it becomes antithetical?
As the dignitaries spoke, I leaned
against sun-warmed basalt walls, picked out a
handful of pepper jack from the platter with a
toothpick, and clapped at appropriate times.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol20/iss2/1

After the ribbon cutting and the repeated praise
of the beautiful weather, I changed clothes in
the spacious new restroom, equipped with lowflow toilets and hand driers. And then I hiked
west on the Thorofare River, away from the
visitor center, which quickly faded from view:
7.4 million well-hidden government dollars
tucked into the tundra. It is, indeed, a very nice
building. From the river, it would be easy to
miss. According to planners, that was the goal.
We all choose what to see.
On clear days like that, sunlight re
flecting off the snow on Denali can be almost
blinding. •

'
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Eternal Summer
Wendi Sims Schupbach

In the evenings
my favorite wheat field is ablaze with sunset.
The balmy drive,
the vibrant blue chicory on the side of the road
sweeping by.
Cicadas sing our song with us,
we sing with the blaring radio
open windows blow wind through our hair.

We try to find ourselves in the connection
between the tire and the road,
expect revelation between this telephone pole
and the next.
We are not disappointed
when what we discover instead
is a sense of wanting more.
It never crosses our minds
that we might never find fulfillment,
because hope is regrown
with every new summer’s chicory blossoms
and brilliant fields,
because there’s always another chance
to get it right.
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Greening
Laurel Nakanishi

Snow leaves us, dripping.
It finds the fault lines
falls side-long,
head-first into cuffs of moss.
Bird wings sound
in our chest, the bird
yellow necked and flaked
as irises

in shifting hues.
Or that time I found you
covered in frogs by the pond,
all of their eyes closed.
One drop collects the others,
they trail green strings.
The day is sun-locked and paling the vein-work of your wrist. Or when you lay over me

and I found my body whole again. Dripping
and the sound of it
off the shale,
off the needles, off the boulder rock fall.
The bird beats its wings,
it might be hiding
in your mouth, can I see?

It flickers in and out of sound.
We climb up to it
and the cliffs that come away in chips and throws.
Or you lay out your arms,
wrap your face in scarfs
and let the sun fall in.
I would wake up smiling
and the bird would escape from my mouth.
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BRITTA BAKER lives, works, and makes things in Missoula. After
growing up on Minnesota’s agro-prairie and studying art in Chicago’s
concrete jungle, Montana’s mountains seem a haven of wildness and
inspiration.

ELEANOR LEONNE BENNETT is a 15 year old photographer and
artist who has won contests, including with National Geographic. She
has had her photographs published in exhibitions and magazines across
the world.
SAM BERRY is among other things an artist and printmaker based in
Missoula, MT. His work often focuses on western Americana, which
lofty ambitions aside, tends to mean he just ends up drawing cowboys.

graduate student of Environmental Studies at the University of Montana.
Robin’s poetry is an artistic representation of life on this beautiful and
hideous earth.

MIKE McCormick works on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation in
north central Montana. He has been writing poems and composing songs
for many years.
LAUREL NAKANISHI is a poet, a teacher and an activist. She is
the recipient of the Richard Hugo memorial scholarship and the Greta
Wrolstad travel award. Bom and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii, Laurel
received her B.A. at Lewis & Clark College and M.F.A. at the University
of Montana.

www.samberryart.com

AH1MSA TlMOTEO BODHRAN is the author of Antes y despues del
Bronx: Lenapehoking and the editor of an international queer Indigenous
issue of Yellow Medicine Review: A Journal ofIndigenous Literature,
Art, and Thought. His poetry and nonfiction appear in over a hundred
publications in sixteen nations.

SARA J. CALL has roots in southeastern Idaho. She loves old trucks, the
smell of sagebrush, and the sound of almost-ripe wheat. She will be fi
nishing her M.S. of Environmental Studies at the University of Montana
this spring, and has her heart set on being a game warden in Wyoming.
DOUG DAVIS is a filmmaker and photographer who inspires people to
connect with the natural environment. For his most recent project, Doug
biked from Mexico to Canada along the spine of the Rockies to raise
awareness for wildlife corridors. In between adventures Doug directs the
Steamboat Springs Bike Town USA Initiative.

ALLISON De JONG has been living in Missoula, MT, for seven years,
first as a master’s student in Environmental Studies, and now working at
the Montana Natural History Center as volunteer coordinator and editor
of Montana Naturalist Magazine. She’s happy to have found both studies
and work that encourage her to explore western landscapes through
writing, photography, and simply spending time outdoors.
JAYME FEARY is a writer and photographer based in Jackson, WY.

KATIE NELSON currently lives, works, studies, and plays in Missoula,
MT. She strives to dissolve the artificial boundaries between humanity
and nature at scales ranging from global climate change to lichen.
SHERYL NOETHE began writing at age eleven. After winning awards
in her home town, Minneapolis, MN, and living in New York City, she
arrived in Missoula two decades ago and met the love of her life at
Luke’s Club. She went on to found The Missoula Writing Collaborative.
Her latest collection of poetry is called As Is.

DAVID Oates writes about nature and urban life from Portland, OR.
His most recent book is What We Love Will Save Us. His short pieces
appear in Orion, Earth Island Journal, High Country News, and other
magazines and newspapers. He was Kittredge Distinguished Visiting
Writer at the University of Montana for spring semester 2012, and teac
hes the Wild Writers Seminar in Portland.

GREG RUSSELL is a writer and photographer who has lived his
entire life in the American west. He feels a deep sense of place in the
mountains and canyons of the west, and is an advocate for the preserva
tion of wilderness, as well as for the education of future generations.
DAVID SALNER’s second book, Working Here, was published in 2010.
His poetry appears in recent issues of 77?e Iowa Review, New South,
and Threepenny Review. He worked for twenty-five years as an iron ore
miner, steelworker, machinist, and general laborer.

ROBERTA Feins received her MFA in poetry in 2007 from New
England College. Her poems have been published in Five AM, Antioch
Review, The Cortland Review (among others), and are forthcoming in
The Gettysburg Review. Prizes include First Prize in the 2010 Women in
Judaism Magazine poetry contest. Roberta edits the e-zine Switched On
Gutenberg (http://www.switched-ongutenberg.org/).

WENDI SIMS SCHUPBACH grew up in rural Michigan and has

KATHLEEN GUNTON believes one art feeds another. Her poems and
photos often appear in the same journal. Recent work in Off The Coast,
The Healing Muse, Caesura, and Perceptions to name a few.

KIP SIKORA is a free range West Yellowstone-based multimedia jour
nalist and digital artist. Samples of his work may be seen at
www.kipsikoraphotography.com

DAVID JAC HOWS KI is an alumnus of the University of Montana and
currently a doctoral candidate in wildlife biology at the University of
Missouri. For the past 10 years, David has worked to restore critically
endangered black-footed ferrets and prairie dogs in central Montana and
elsewhere across the Great Plains of North America.

ERICA WATSON currently lives, plays, writes, and gardens outside
Denali National Park, AK. She is originally from Arizona, and proudly
claims her desert rat roots. Erica is currently pursuing an MFA in creati
ve nonfiction from the University of Alaska Anchorage’s low-residency
writing program.

finally arrived in Missoula via Chicago, Cairo, and Alaska, to name a
few stops along the way. She and her husband Scott try to travel as much
as possible, and between summers work at a coffeehouse near Denali
National Park. She is still deciding what she wants to be when she grows
up.

ROBIN KEISIC was bom in Syracuse, NY, but most recently comes
to Montana from the deserts of southern Nevada. He is a second year
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